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Abstract
Tensor product B-spline approximations to surfaces generated by 
sweeping a (possibly deforming) B-spline cross-section curve along a B- 
spline axis curve are discussed. A  general form for the tensor product 
B-spline approximation for sweeps is derived and expressed in terms of 
the approximation of a set of offset curves of the axis curve. The actual 
algorithm used to generate the approximation depends on the nature 
of the desired deformation and change in orientation that the cross­
section undergoes as it is swept along the axis. Several algorithms for 
generating tensor product B-spline approximations to sweep surfaces 
are presented.
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1 Introduction
A  sweep can be defined, in very general terms, as the generation of a curve, 
surface, or volume by moving a geometric object (a point, curve, surface, or 
volume) in 3-space. The union of all points in 3-space that are occupied by 
the object as it is moved, becomes the resulting sweep entity. This idea can 
be further generalized by allowing the object that is being swept to deform 
as it is moved.
W e  are concerned with a restriction of this general sweeping problem: 
the generation of surfaces by sweeping one 3-space curve (called the cross­
section curve) along another 3-space curve (called the axis curve). This 
sweep paradigm is attractive in that it reduces the problem of surface design 
to the simpler problem of curve design. A  wide variety of shapes can be 
described intuitively in terms of a (possibly deformable) cross-section moving 
along a central axis. Ship hulls, aircraft wings, handles, plumbing fixtures, 
and gears are a few examples.
In this paper we view the sweep paradigm from within the context of a 
B-spline based geometric modeling system. W e  are concerned with tensor 
product B-spline approximations to surfaces generated by sweeping a B- 
spline cross-section curve along a B-spline axis curve. The basic approach is 
that of Coquillart [7] who related the problem of the approximation of sweep 
surfaces to the problem of the approximation of offset curves.
In Section 3 we give a general parametric form for the sweeps under con­
sideration. W e  then derive a general form for the tensor product B-spline 
approximation of sweeps. This approximation is related to the approxima­
tion of offset curves of the axis by B-splines. Simple algorithms for sweep and 
offset approximations are presented in Section 4; they are useful in the case 
of non-deformable cross-section curves. In Section 5 the simple sweep algo­
rithm is generalized to one for approximating sweeps with deformable cross­
sections. Two typical techniques for specifying the cross-section deformation, 
profile curves and cross-section blending, are discussed. Section 6 deals with 
the problem of specifying the precise orientation of the cross-section curve as 
it is swept along the axis curve. Finally in Section 7 we discuss several types 
of sweeps, each characterized by the method of specifying the cross-section 
orientation and deformation information.
2 Spline Background
2 .1  U n i v a r i a t e  B - s p l in e  C u r v e s
A  univariate B-spline is a series of parametrically defined polynomial pieces 
joined end to end, with certain smoothness (continuity) constraints at the 
places where the polynomial pieces are joined. Rational polynomial pieces 
must be used to allow exact representations for circles and arcs.
B-spline curves are expressed using a particular set of basis functions 
for the piecewise polynomials known as the B-spline basis. There are many 
advantages to the use of the B-spline basis, including computational stability 
and geometric locality (see [13] and [8]).
A  rational B-spline of order k over the knot vector r  is denoted as:
/ _  E,- 
7 U _  E i h i B i X T (t) '
W e  can consider the rational B-spline -y as the projection to R 3 of a 
polynomial B-spline in R 4 with control points: {/^ -(E,-, 1)}.
2 . 2  N o d e s  o f  a  B - s p l in e  C u r v e
Given a B-spline curve y  as above, with knot vector t  =  (ii, ^2? • • • the 
ith parametric node of t  is defined as:
i’i =  ( '^+1 +  ti+2 +  • • • +  ti+k-i)/(k — 1 ).
The ith node of a curve’s knot vector is a first order approximation to 
the maximum of B{(t) (see [9]). As such it is an approximation to that point 
on the curve where the control point /i;(E,, 1) exerts its maximal influence.
2 .3  T e n s o r  P r o d u c t  B - s p l in e  S u r f a c e s
The tensor product B-spline formulation is simply a method of combining 
univariate B-spline curves to produce functions of two variables, thereby 
reducing the problem of surface representation to the simpler problem of the 
representation of curves.
A  rational tensor product B-spline surface is denoted as:
2 . 4  B - s p l in e  C u r v e  R e f i n e m e n t
Given any B-spline curve with a particular knot vector, r , the same space 
curve can be represented using a different knot vector, t ', if t ' is a refined 
partition of r . The process by which a B-spline curve is represented over a 
refined knot vector is known as B-spline refinement.
B-spline refinement has the very important property of convergence of 
the control polygon to the curve. As more values are added to a knot vector 
and a curve refined, the control polygon for the curve approaches the actual 
curve in the parametric area where the new knot vector values are added. 
If a curve is highly refined over its entire parametric domain, the control 
polygon can be made arbitrarily close to the curve everywhere.
There exist very efficient and elegant algorithms for the refinement of B- 
spline curves [3], Points on B-spline curves and surfaces can be evaluated by 
using special cases of these algorithms.
3 Fram ework
3 .1  G e n e r a l  P a r a m e t r i c  F o r m  fo r  a  S w e e p  S u r f a c e
A  general parametric form for the sweeps under consideration is:
<r(u, v) =  a(u) -I- T { u )c(u), (1 )
where:
c(i>) is a parametrically defined general 3-D curve called the cross-section 
curve,
a(u) is a parametrically defined general 3-D curve, called the axis curve, 
along which the cross-section curve is swept, and
J~(u) =  X(it) Y(it) Z(it) will be referred to as a local coordinate 
frame or local orientation frame. X(it), Y(it), and Z(it) are vector valued 
functions that together specify three orthonormal vectors at each value of the 
parameter u in the domain of a(it). (In equation (1) each of these functions is 
taken as a column vector.) These functions provide orientation information 
along the axis curve.
Equation (1) specifies rigid body motion of the cross-section curve along 
the axis curve. At a given value of it, (1 ) specifies an affine transformation 
of the cross-section curve, with translation given by a(iz) and rotation given 
by J-(u) (see Figures 1 and 2).
Equation (1) includes many cases unwanted in a design context such as 
self-intersecting, degenerate, or discontinuous surfaces. The conditions under 
which such cases arise are not discussed in this paper. It is understood 
however that we desire our sweep surfaces to be at least continuous. Thus 
we assume the axis curve a(it), the cross-section curve c(u), and orientation 
frame 3~(u) to be continuous.
W e  can extend the notion of a sweep surface as given in (1) by allowing 
the cross-section curve to deform as it is swept along the axis curve. That 
is, we let the cross-section curve be a function of u as well, yielding:
cr(u, v) =  a(it) +  jF(u)c(u, v).
In the next section we introduce the concept of an offset curve. Offset 
curves are used in Section 3.4 to formulate approximations of sweep surfaces 
by tensor product B-splines.
3 .2  O f f s e t  C u r v e  D e f i n i t i o n
Isolines in u of <r(it, i>) are, as indicated above, simply affine transformations 
of the cross-section. What are isolines in v of <r(u,v)7
Isolines in v can be considered sweeps of cross-sections consisting of a 
single point. For a given value of v — v', let c(v') be the point P . Then:
<rvi(u) =  a(it) +  3-(u)P.
W e  can interpet this expression as follows: W e  generate crvi(u) by off­
setting each point of a(it) by the constant vector P  relative to the local

Figure 2: Sweep of cross-section curve c(v) along axis curve a(u).
which is the usual definition for the offset of a planar curve by the signed 
distance d (although this definition ignores possible degeneracies in the Frenet 
frame and self intersecting results).
3 .3  S w e e p s  a n d  O f f s e t s  o f  B - s p l in e  C u r v e s
W e  are interested in tensor product B-spline representations for surfaces gen­
erated by sweeping a B-spline cross-section curve along a B-spline axis curve 
in accordance with (1). Whether the resulting expression is exactly repre­
sentable by a rational tensor product B-spline depends on our choice for the 
frame T { u ).
In Section 6 we discuss the issue of selecting the frame ^F(u) of equa­
tion (1). In general, our choices for the functions X (u ), Y (u ) , and Z(u) are 
not representable exactly as rational B-splines. As such, sweeps of B-spline 
cross-sections along B-spline axis curves are not, in general, exactly repre­
sentable as tensor product B-splines. Similarly, offsets of B-spline curves as 
given by (2) are not, in general, exactly representable as B-splines.
3 .4  T e n s o r  P r o d u c t  B - s p l in e  A p p r o x i m a t i o n
W e  approximate cr(u,v) of equation (1) by a rational tensor product B- 
spline, where we assume that both a(u) and c(v) are given as rational B- 
spline curves. W e  make use of the tensor product B-spline form to reduce 
the problem of approximating a sweep surface to that of approximating a set 
of offset curves.
For axis curve a (u ), cross-section curve c(u), and frame ^F(u) we consider 
the sweep surface given by:
<t (u , v ) =  a (u ) +  ^F(u)c(v)
=  T (u ){  c(u )),
where X (u ) is an affine transformation.

Figure 4: Isoline trv>(u) of the sweep surface <r(u,v) can be considered an 
offset of the axis curve by the constant vector P  =  c(v') relative to a local 
orientation frame on the axis.
With c(u) a rational B-spline curve:
since T {u)  is affine (see Appendix A).
(3)
where:
{C ;} ; are the Euclidian projections of the B-spline control points for c(u), 
{h?}i are the homogeneous coordinates of the control points for c(u),
{B?}i are the B-spline basis functions for c(u), and
is the offset curve of a(it) by the vector from the origin to C j relative to the 
frame F (u ) .
Our end goal is to approximate <r(it, u) by a tensor product B-spline. 
Consider,
tr(it, u) =
E i h Ci6ci(u)Bf(v)
(5)
E . - W ( « )  ’
where the 6ci(u) are rational B-spline approximations for the offset curves 
cxi(u). What conditions on the o:,(it) must hold in order that <x(it,u) be 
representable as a tensor product B-spline surface?
As a tensor product B-spline, <x(it, u) must contain a rectangular array of 
control points. This implies that the At (it) must all have the same number 
of control points. Further, only two sets of basis functions occur in the 
tensor product form which implies that the «,(it) must share the same set 
of B-spline basis functions. Thus:
a i(u ) =
E j  hfjEjjBf (u)
E ; W ( « )  ’
where:
{Ejj }j are the Euclidian projections of the B-spline control points for «;(it), 
{hfj}j are the homogeneous coordinates of the control points for «i(it), and 
{B j}j  are the B-spline basis functions for «,(it).
W e  now write:
, Si [(Ej A y E y B f  (tl)) / (E; AJ-Sf (m))] B f ( v )
< T ( U , v )  —  ------------ — ---------------------- „  ,  „  ,  s----------------------— ------------- •
This last result reduces to a tensor product B-spline under the additional 
assumption that the control polygons for the «i(it) all share the same set of 
homogeneous coordinates. That is:
dfj(it) =
Z j h J B f l u )  '
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yielding,
& ( u , v ) —
Z i M  [ f o  h fE g B fju ))  /  (E,- h?B?(u))\ B?(v)
E.- MB?(v) 
Zi'Li hijE ijB?(u)B!(v)
E i  E j  hijBj(u)Bf(v) ’ (6)
where hij =  h^h^.
Since the B?(v) are a basis, we note that:
er(u ,v ) =  cr(u ,v ) iff cti(u) =  cti(u) for all i. (7)
In general this is not the case since, as stated in Section 3.3, the offset of a 
rational B-spline curve is not, in general, exactly representable as a rational 
B-spline.
However, an error bound for the at{(u) also provides an error bound for 
<t(w, v), that is,
||a,(w) — &,-(«)|| <  e for all i =$■ ||<r(u, v) — 6-(u, v)|| <  e. 
Since h\ >  0, B±(v) >  0 for all i and v, then from (3) and (5),
(8)
r(u , t>) — er(u , S i  hc{( a ■ (« ) - a,(ti))fl°(p)| 
E i  hfBt(v)
< S i M ll«i(") ~ (») < S i hfeB^v)
- E iA f f l fM  - E ,htBf(v) '
Note that since E i  B^iv)  =  1, if h? — 1 for all i, then the equation is for 
polynomial splines and the same result holds.
4 Simple Algorithms
4 .1  A  S i m p l e  C u r v e  O f f s e t  A l g o r i t h m
In this section we present a simple offset algorithm for B-spline curves. The 
approach given here is essentially that of Cobb [2].
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Let the curve to be offset be specified as a B-spline curve 7  of order k:
Efei h iE iB iik(t)
7 ( 0  = E£L 1 )
The offset curve of 7  by the vector V  relative to the frame F (t )  is ap­
proximated by,
6(i) = E £ i  hiBi,k(t) ’
where E'- is called the Euclidian control point offset of E,- with respect 
to curve 7 , offset vector V ,  and frame F  and is given by:
b; =  e ( +  r ( i W ,  (9)
with t* the ith parametric node of the knot vector for 7 (t). W e  call (9) a 
Euclidian control point offset operator. (W e discuss the selection of the 
frame J~(t) in Section 6. This algorithm merely assumes that the frame can 
be evaluated at discrete points.)
W e  note that the offset curve approximation o (t) has the same order and 
knot vector as 7 (t). The offset curve approximation also inherits the same 
set of homogeneous coordinates as the original curve.
The Euclidian projections of the control points of o(f) are derived by 
offsetting the E ; of 7  by the vector V  relative to the local coordinate frame 
J~{t) at a point on the curve 7  that is associated with each E,-. W e  use the 
parametric nodes of the knot vector for 7  for this purpose (see Section 2)1.
This simple algorithm gives exact results in the trivial case where the 
frame F (t )  is constant. The offset curve is then simply a translation of the 
original curve.
In the general case it can be shown that a sequence of offset approxima­
tions can be made to converge to the exact offset curve with refinement of 
7 (f) (see Appendix B). Therefore, although in general the ofFset of a ratio­
nal B-spline curve can not be represented exactly by a rational B-spline, we
1The parametric nodes of a B-spline with floating end conditions are not all in the 
parametric domain of the B-spline. For such curves we can apply the above algorithm 
by first converting the curve to a B-spline with open end conditions by using B-spline 
refinement.
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can approximate it to any degree of accuracy desired by suitably refining the 
curve being offset and then applying the above offset algorithm to the refined
curve.
4 . 2  A  S i m p l e  S w e e p  A l g o r i t h m
The following is a simple algorithm for approximating a sweep surface. The 
approach is again that of Cobb [2].
Let the axis curve of order k be specified as:
a(u) = E jL i hj A : B lk (u )
Let the cross-section curve of order / be specified as:
E"=i AfC ,Bfj{v)c(t>) =
ET=1 '
W e  approximate the surface generated by sweeping the cross-section c(t>) 
along the axis curve a(u) using the local orientation frame F (u )  by:
. ,  , E ?„, E ” , h ^ h l K . B ^ B U v )
where A^- is the Euclidian control point offset of A  j with respect to curve 
a(u), offset vector C,-, and frame T  and is given by:
A;j =  A j  +
with uj the jth parametric node of the knot vector for a(u).
W e  note that the sweep surface approximation inherits the axis curve’s 
order and knot vector in the u direction and inherits the cross-section curve’s 
order and knot vector in the v direction.
The surface structure created represents the tensor product B-spline, 
<x(u,t;), of equation (6) with:
CHi(u)
E j h j B ? k(u) '
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This sweep algorithm corresponds to computing the a ;(« )  curves by the 
curve offset algorithm of Section 4.1. These curves can be made arbitrarily 
close to the exact offset curves, cxi(u), with refinement of the axis curve. 
Thus, by (8), we can cause <r(u,t>) to be arbitrarily close to the true sweep 
surface by suitably refining the axis curve and then using the refined curve 
as input to the sweep algorithm.
5 Sweep Extensions
The general form of extension to sweeps as mentioned in Section 3 is:
cr(u, v) =  sl(u ) +  ^F(u)c(u, u),
which allows the cross-section to deform as a function of u.
Isolines in v of such a surface then have the form:
o (u) — a (u) +  F{u)V (u ).
These curves can be considered offset curves of a(w), where the offset 
vector is now deformable as a function of u.
W e  consider only deformations of the B-spline cross-section curve that 
can be expressed as deformations of its control polygon. Each projective 
point of the cross-section’s control polygon is now considered a function of u 
with the form:
ft?(«)(C,-(«),l). (10)
The simplest method of extending the sweep algorithm of Section 4.2 is 
to evaluate the functions h^(u) and C,(w) each time we offset a control point 
of the axis curve. The parametric point of evaluation is at the associated 
node of the axis curve’s knot vector.
That is:
-, > =  Efai m ( u ) ) A i M M B f / v )
k '  £ ”=, E ? = . W ( « i ) B U ’‘ ) B U ’’ ) ’
where:
A ’y  =  A S +
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aci(u) =  T («)(C ,•(«)).
These curves can be considered offset curves of a(u) by the (deformable) 
vector Cj(u) relative to the frame 3~(u) .
Normally we would expect only to approximate the deformation of the 
cross-section in the sweep surface approximation by this approach. However 
a sequence of sweep surface approximations can be made to converge to the 
correct result with refinement of the axis curve as a preprocessing step (see 
Appendix B).
Two typical techniques for specifying this cross-section deformation are 
profile curves and cross-section blending. W e  discuss each approach in 
turn.
5 .1  P r o f i l e  C u r v e s
W e  can allow the cross-section curve to undergo uniform scaling as it is swept 
along the axis curve. That is:
a(u, v) =  a(u) +  F(u)(g(u)c(v)), 
where the h^(u) and C i(u) functions of equation (10) are given as:
h;(u) =  h\ and C ;(u) =  g(u)Ci.
Within the context of a geometric modeling system, we choose to express 
the scaling function g(u) as a profile curve. A  profile curve is a B-spline, 
specified in the xy plane, that represents the graph of an explicit function 
of x (i.e., the profile curve increases monotonically in i  as a function of the 
curve parameter). See Figures 5 and 6.
Conceptually, we establish a mapping between a normalized arc length 
m easure along the axis curve and the x coordinate along the profile curve.
are now approximations to the curves given by:

At each position as we sweep the cross-section along the axis curve, the 
y coordinate at the corresponding value of x on the profile curve, is used 
directly as the factor by which the cross-section is scaled.
In practice we establish the following mappings:
M a p  1 Axis curve parameter value to/from normalized arc-length measure 
along the axis curve. The arc-length measure is normalized from 0 to
1 in the parametric domain of the axis curve. W e  denote this mapping 
as:
(axis-param <— > normalized-axis-arc-length)
M a p  2 Profile curve parameter value to/from normalized measure of profile 
curve x coordinate. The measure of the x coordinate is normalized 
from 0 to 1 in the parametric domain of the profile curve. W e  denote 
this mapping as:
(profile-param <— > normalized-profile-x)
M a p  3 Profile curve parameter value to actual y coordinate of the profile 
curve. W e  denote this mapping as:
(profile-param — > profile-y)
In an actual implementation, M a p s  1 and 2 can be approximated as 
invertible piecewise linear functions using table look up. The reason for the 
bi-directional nature of these two maps becomes apparent below. For M a p  3 
we use the B-spline profile curve itself along with B-spline evaluation.
Normalized arc-length measures along the axis curve can be approximated 
using chord-length measures at evaluated sample points on the axis curve. In 
order that enough samples are taken to insure a reasonably accurate M a p  1, 
the axis curve’s knot vector can be refined using a curvature based refinement 
scheme as in [15]. Such a scheme effects the greatest refinement in parametric 
areas where the axis curve is geometrically most non-linear. Some fixed 
number of samples can then be taken on each parametric interval of the 
refined knot vector. The result is that most samples are concentrated in 
areas on the axis curve that are geometrically most non-linear.
This same knot vector refinement strategy can be applied in taking sam­
ples off the profile curve in order to obtain a reasonably accurate M a p  2.
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The Cj('u) of equation (10) are given by <jr(it)C,- where the scaling function 
g(u) is computed for a given value of u on the axis curve by using the following 
composite map:
(axis-param — > normalized-axis-arc-length) — >
(normalized-profile-x — > profile-param) — > 
(profile-param — > profile-y)
See Figure 7.
5 .1 .1  Refinem ent of the Axis to the G eom etry  of the Profile
In general we need to refine the axis curve according to the geometry of the 
profile curve, in order that the resulting sweep surface approximation takes 
on the characteristics of the profile curve in the axis direction (see [10] and 
[7]). The resulting axis curve refinement is then used as input to the sweep- 
with-profile algorithm. Figures 8 through 10 illustrate an example where 
this refinement is very important. The tangent discontinuity in the profile 
curve is not properly reflected in the sweep surface approximation of Figure 9 
because of the lack of refinement of the axis curve.
The refinement of the axis curve to the geometry of the profile curve can 
be accomplished as follows:
First we insure that the profile curve’s knot vector is suitably refined 
using curvature based refinement (the refinement of the profile curve’s knot 
vector for purposes of attaining a reasonable M a p  2 could be used). W e  
then map the knots of the refined profile curve into the knot vector of the 
axis curve by using the following composite map:
(profile-param — > normalized-profile-x) — >
(normalized-axis-arc-length — > axis-param)
The mapped knots are then merged into the axis curve’s knot vector and 
the axis curve refined.
In merging the mapped knots from the profile curve, we must be careful 
not to allow the newly added knots to bunch up with existing knots in the 
axis curve’s knot vector. Otherwise, we could introduce potential value or 
tangent discontinuities not present in either the axis or profile curves. If a
Yprofile curve
a («)
Figure 7: Cross-section scale factor derived from the profile curve for a given 
point a(u) on the axis curve.
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mapped knot is within a given radius, ei, to one already in the axis curve’s 
knot vector, it is not added.
Keeping in mind that we only want to insure that the axis curve undergoes 
refinement in areas that correspond to interesting areas of the profile curve 
(where the scale values change very non-linearly), it is generally sufficient 
to add only a single (non-multiple) knot for each (possibly multiple) knot 
mapped from the profile curve’s knot vector.
This is not the case for knots giving rise to potential tangent discon­
tinuities in the profile curve however. In this case we wish to insure that 
the potential tangent discontinuity is reflected in the refined axis curve (and 
hence in the resulting sweep approximation).
Let orderp be the order of the profile curve and ordera be the order of 
the axis curve. A  knot of multiplicity order7' — 1 in the profile curve’s knot 
vector should give rise to the addition of a knot of multiplicity ordera — 1 
in the axis curve’s knot vector. To prevent bunching up of knots (resulting 
in possible spurious value discontinuities), if the knot to be added is within a 
given radius, e2? of an existing knot in the axis curve’s knot vector, then the 
existing knot should have its multiplicity raised to order0 — 1 if necessary 
(rather than adding a knot at a new parametric value).
In general we want e2 to be smaller than Any noticeable effects of 
tangent discontinuities in the profile curve on cross-section curve scaling (such 
as local maxima or minima of the scaling function) need to occur, in the sweep 
process, very close to any potential tangent discontinuities introduced into 
the axis curve. The placement of mapped profile knots with multiplicity less 
than orderp — 1 is less critical.
5 .2  C r o s s - S e c t i o n  B l e n d i n g
Cross-section blending conceptually involves sweeping a deformable cross­
section curve along the axis, where at any given instant the cross-section is 
a blend of a specified set of B-spline cross-section curves. See Figures 11 and 
12.
Without loss of generality, we assume that all the B-spline cross-section 
curves to be blended are defined over a common domain and common set of 
B-spline basis functions2, i.e.,
2By using B-spline degree raising [4], positive affine transformations of knot vectors,
2 6
ck(v) =  ^ Wk^ k^ [ v\
W e  only consider cross-section curve blending of a form expressible as the 
blending of corresponding control points of the cross-sections, with blending 
of control points for rational curves taking place in projective space3. That 
is, the hi(u) and C,(w) functions of equation (10) are given as:
hi(u ) ~ ^2h (u )w k ,i  and C,-(u) =  ,
k k
where the Ak(u) are the blending functions.
One approach is to use a simple linear interpolation scheme. Along with 
each cross-section specified in the blending set {cfc(i;)}fc a value Sk corre­
sponding to a normalized arc-length measure along the axis curve is given. 
This value is used to indicate at what point in the sweep process the sweep 
surface cross-section should most closely approximate the given cross-section. 
(W e assume the Sk are given in ascending order.)
For a given value of u let s(u) be the normalized arc-length measure along 
the axis curve at u (using M a p  1 of the previous section) and let s*, Sfc+i 
be such that < s(u) < Sfc+i.
Then we compute h^(u) and C,-(u) of equation (10) as:
hc{(u) =  \k(u)w>k,i +  h+i(u)wk+i,i and 
C,-(u) - Afc(u)Qfc,; +  Afc+i(u )Q fc+i)i ,
where A*(w) =  a*+1 and Afc+1(u) =  8k .v ’  sk+1-sk / Sk+1-Sk
and B-spline refinement [3], we can reformulate any set of B-spline curves to be defined 
over a common order and knot vector.
3Blending in Euclidian space of rational B-spline curves, having differing sets of homo­
geneous coordinates, in general, involves an appreciable increase in the complexity of the 
result (expressed as a rational B-spline). This is because the rational terms in the blend 
would need to be expressed over a common denominator. For this reason we blend such 




5.2 .1  Refinem ent of the Axis to Cross-Section Placem ent
In general we must refine the axis curve according to the placement of cross­
sections, given by the Sk, in order that the cross-sections of the resulting 
sweep surface approximation take on the characteristics of the specified cross­
sections. W e  map each of the Sk into the parameter space of the axis curve 
by using the (normalized-axis-arc-length — >• axis-param) map of Sec­
tion 5.1. W e  can then add some number of equally spaced knots in the 
interval around the parametric point in the axis curve’s knot vector. W e  
must again be careful not to allow knots being added to bunch up with knots 
already in the axis curve’s knot vector (see Section 5.1.1). The refined axis 
curve is then used as input to the sweep algorithm.
5 .2 .2  N e e d  for M o re  General Blending
Our approach has thus far been to give sweep approximations that can be 
made arbitrarily close to the true sweep surface with refinement of the axis 
curve. The piecewise linear nature of the blending scheme used above how­
ever, becomes apparent with this refinement. The resulting sweep surface 
approximation begins to exhibit piecewise linear behavior in the u direction. 
Practical use of this simple blending scheme relies on the smoothing proper­
ties of the tensor product B-spline approximation and avoidance of too much 
refinement of the axis curve. More general blending schemes are required to 
help alleviate this problem.
6 T h e  Orientation Problem
W e  now address the problem of specifying the local coordinate frame, F  =  
[ X  Y  Z  ], along the curve to be offset (or the axis curve in the case of a 
sweep). This problem was referred to as the orientation problem  by Shani 
and Ballard [16].
Figures 13 through 16 illustrate that we may be interested in many poten­
tial solutions to this problem. Figure 13 shows a sweep of a gear cross-section 
along a linear axis to produce a straight gear surface. Here the frame F  is 
constant. W e  classify the result as a translational sweep or a linear ex­
trusion. Figure 14 shows the same cross-section swept along the same axis, 
but this time the frame JF is chosen to produce a helical gear.
Figure 13: Straight gear surface produced as a sweep along a linear axis. The 
local coordinate frame is constant along the axis curve.
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Figure 14: Helical gear surface produced as a sweep along a linear axis. The 
local coordinate frame rotates along the axis curve.
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Figure 15: Sweep of a triangular cross-section along a planar axis curve. The 
local coordinate frame used is related to the Frenet frame along the axis 
curve.
Figure 15 shows a triangular cross-section swept along a planar axis curve 
to produce a fairly intuitive result. Here the frame JF is related to the Frenet 
frame along the axis curve, but is defined so as to be unaffected by vanishing 
curvature. The same axis and cross-section curves are used in Figure 16 to 
produce a different shape. Here the frame JF is constant, that is the cross­
section is kept at a fixed orientation; this is another example of a translational 
sweep.
In this paper we do not deal with the issue of how to specify the orien­
tation frame in general. Rather the orientation information is either derived 
from the axis curve (or curve being offset), or implied by a category of sweep 
(e.g., helical sweep, translational sweep).
One justification for this approach is that it simplifies the interface to 
the sweep and offset operators. Equally important, there are many cases 
where there is a strong intuitive notion of what the behavior of an offset to 
a particular curve (or a sweep using a particular curve as an axis) should 
be. In these cases we want to free the user from detailed specification of 
orientation information. Even where this is not the case (for very general 
3-space curves), establishing a default orientation along the curve may be
Figure 16: Translational sweep using the same axis and cross-section curves 
used in Figure 15. The local coordinate frame is constant for the entire 
sweep.
desirable. Such a default might be used, for example, as a reference for 
establishing more general orientation specifications along the curve.
W hat are likely candidates for a default orientation along a curve?
6 .1  P l a n a r  C u r v e s
In the case of planar curves with non-vanishing curvature, the Frenet frame 
orms a fairly intuitive default orientation along the curve, i.e., we take JF =
' n  b  t ].
One problem with the Frenet frame however is that the principal normal 
vanishes at inflection points and can reverse its direction there. The result is 
shown in Figures 17 and 18 for offsets and sweeps with respect to the Frenet 
frame.
One way of formulating a solution to this problem for planar curves is as 
follows (see [11]): Let A fp be the normal to the plane of the curve and let 
Z  =  T ,  Y  =  A fp, and X  =  ( Y  x Z) =  (A fp x T ) . This frame differs from 
the Frenet frame for planar curves in that the vector X  does not reverse its 
direction at inflection points. The vector X  is also well defined on embedded
Figure 17: Offset relative to the Frenet frame of a curve with an inflection 
point.
Figure 18: Sweep relative to the Frenet frame along an axis curve with an 
inflection point.
Figure 19: The curve above is formed from two arcs joined so as to be 
unit tangent continuous. The planes in which the arcs lie are inclined by 
45 degrees relative to one another. The plane normals are indicated by the 
upper set of arrows along the curve.
linear segments, whereas the principal normal is not.
W e note that this frame simply rotates about the plane normal A f p. An­
other way of formulating this solution is then:
Let X(m 0) =  A f p x T(m0), Y(m 0) =  A f p, and Z (uq) =  T(mo)> give the 
frame at the first point, uq, of the curve. W e compute the frame at a general 
point u on the curve by rotating the frame at uo about the plane normal A f p, 
by the amount necessary to rotate T(mo) into T(m).
W e can generalize this notion slightly by allowing the frame at ito to be 
any orthonormal frame ^ { uq) such that Z (u o ) =  T('Uo).
6 . 2  P i e c e w i s e  P l a n a r  C u r v e s
The solution presented above is readily generalized to the case of piecewise 
planar curves. The problem here is that the plane normal of the curve may 
change discontinuously giving rise to a discontinuous change in the local 
coordinate frame (see Figure 19).
This problem can be corrected by adopting the approach presented above
Figure 20: The rule given in Section 6.2 results in a well behaved local 
coordinate frame along the same curve used in Figure 19.
in a piecewise manner. Let A/",- and A/",+i be the plane normals for the curve 
over the planer intervals [ttj,tt;+i) and [u,-+ i,u,-+2), respectively. Then for u 
in the closed interval [tt,-, tt;+i], set u ) =  TZi{u){^F{ui)), where Tti(u) is 
a rotation about A/"i by the amount necessary to rotate T (u t) into T(tt). 
For u in Ui+2], set =  7^+ i (u ) (^ ’(u,-+i)), where 7£.,-+ i(u) is a
rotation about A/"i+i by the amount necessary to rotate T(ttj+i) into T(tt). 
By this rule the frame at the beginning of one planar interval is identical 
to the frame at the end of the previous interval. Thus the frame changes 
continuously between planar pieces. Figure 20 shows the result of applying 
this rule.
Given that we have an intuitive default orientation for planar and piece­
wise planar curves, we ask how to extend this notion to general 3-D curves.
6 . 3  T h e  Q u a s i - N o r m a l  F r a m e
One approach is to use an adjusted Frenet frame. Adjustments can be made 
at discrete points on the curve where the Frenet frame is poorly behaved: 
points of vanishing curvature (including the start and end of embedded linear
segments) and points at which the normal is discontinuous. Coquillart [6] 
uses such an approach by defining an orientation frame for unit tangent 
continuous space curves with reference to a vector called the q u asi-n orm al.
The quasi-normal is a unit length vector in the curve’s normal plane that 
can be thought of as the curve’s principal normal corrected for inflection 
points, discontinuities of the normal, and embedded linear segments. The 
corrections for inflection points and discontinuities are made by keeping track 
of an angle 6 between the principal normal and the quasi-normal as measured 
in the normal plane. The angle is initialized to zero at the beginning of the 
curve. At inflection points, 7r is added to 6. At discontinuities of the normal 
the angle between the left and right hand limits of the principal normal 
is subtracted from 6. The quasi-normal on an embedded linear segment is 
defined so as to be constant.
The quasi-normal frame is then Q s  T  where Q N (u) is
the quasi-normal, T (u ) is the unit tangent, and Q s  (u) =  T (u ) X Q N (u).
For planar and piecewise planar curves the quasi-normal frame is identi­
cal to the results obtained by the rotation technique discussed above (Sec­
tions 6.1 and 6.2).
On any portion of a general 3-space curve without discontinuities of 
the normal or vanishing curvature, the quasi-normal frame rotates with the 
Frenet frame. For non-planar curves with areas of high torsion, sweeps or 
offsets with respect to such a frame can yield very unintuitive results.
Consider an offset of the curve shown in Figure 21. This curve is repre­
sented as a planar cubic Bezier curve (i.e., a single polynomial piece). The 
curve has an inflection point that the quasi-normal computation can correct 
for (see Figure 22). (W e assume that finding the location of the inflection 
point poses no problem; in general, however, this is a problem.)
It is easy to prove that a cubic polynomial can not have an inflection point 
unless it is a planar curve (see Appendix C). So if we move one of the control 
points of this curve out of the plane, the inflection point must disappear. The 
resulting curve may be only slightly non-planar (if we don’t move the control 
point very far out of the plane). In this case, the reasonable expectation 
is that the resulting offset curve should be only slightly non-planar as well. 
If we define the offset with respect to a frame that rotates with the Frenet 
frame on this curve (such as the quasi-normal frame) this is not the case. 
The result is shown in Figure 23.
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Figure 21: A planar cubic Bezier curve with an inflection point. (Perspective 
view.)
Figure 22: An offset of the curve of Figure 21 relative to the quasi-normal 
frame.
Figure 23: Offset relative to the quasi-normal frame of a slightly non-planar 
version of the curve of Figure 21.
The problem is that when we removed the inflection point, by making the 
curve non-planar, we introduced an area of very high torsion. Torsion can 
be considered a measure of the tendency of the curve’s principal normal to 
rotate about the curve’s tangent. The quasi-normal formulation can make 
corrections to the curve’s normal at discrete points but can not correct for 
this tendency of the the Frenet frame to rotate around the curve’s tangent 
in such areas.
6 . 4  R o t a t i o n  M i n i m i z i n g  F r a m e s
In the last section we saw that orientation frames defined with respect to the 
Frenet frame (or that rotate with the Frenet frame) can give rise to unwanted 
rotations about the tangent vector for general 3-space curves. In this section, 
we discuss orientation frames, called rotation  m in im izin g  fram es, which 
exhibit no rotation about the tangent.
Rotation minimizing frames were introduced using an algorithmic defini­
tion by Shani and Ballard [16]. Klok [14] defined rotation minimizing frames 
in terms of the solution of a differential equation with initial conditions.
W e state a definition along the lines of the one given by Shani and Ballard
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6 .4 .1  D efin ition  o f R o ta tio n  M in im iz in g  Fram es  
Let:
• 7 (u) be a parametrically defined curve,
• turnin’ “ max] be the parametric domain of 7 (u),
• T (u ) be the unit tangent function for 7 (u),
• q  be any unit length vector in the plane perpendicular to T (u m jn),
• u' be a fixed but arbitrary value of u in the domain of 7 (u),
• {p ,}  be a sequence of partitions of the interval [wmjn, u' ] with the form:
^min — *^,1 ^  »^,2 ^  ^  ^»,n; ^
• 1111 =  max(« ,)2 — u,\i, w*,3 — u,,2, • • •) be the m a x  n orm  of p;.
W e define Q ,( f /)  in accordance with:
Q»(wmin) an(  ^ Q*(ut,i+i) (Q>(u>,j))
where 7ZU, } is the transformation that rotates into T (u ,J+1) in the
plane spanned by T (u ,j )  and T (u ij+ i) . If T (u ,j )  and T ( u ,j+ i) are linearly 
dependent, then 7£Ui . is the identity transformation.
The rotation  m in im izin g  n orm al of a curve 7 (« ) seeded by the vector 
q, is denoted by M ^ (u ) , and is defined as follows: if there exists a Q (u ' ) 
such that for any arbitrary sequence {p ,} , as above, we have:
by reference to a rotation minimizing normal.
The rotation  m in im izin g  b in orm al of a curve 7 (u) seeded by the 
vector q  is defined as:
M f (u) = T(u) x M*(u).
[ M ^ (w ) M q (u )  T (u ) ] is referred to as a rotation  m in im izin g  fram e.
6 .4 .2  P ro p erties  o f  R o ta tio n  M in im iz in g  F ram es
A  rotation minimizing frame on a piecewise planar curve is equivalent to an 
orientation frame resulting from applying the technique of Section 6.2. In fact 
the definition of a rotation minimizing frame, as stated above, can be seen 
as a direct extension of the rotation technique for piecewise planar curves of 
Section 6.2. W e apply the technique by considering a general 3-space curve 
to be composed of a series of infinitesimal planar pieces.
The rotation minimizing normal for a value of u =  u' undergoes instan­
taneous rotation about the curve’s binormal at u'. This implies that the 
component of change of M ^ ( i / )  that lies in the plane perpendicular to T ( i / )  
must be zero (since M ^ (u ')  and the axis about which it is instantaneously 
rotating both lie in this same plane). The component of rotation of M ^ ( i / )  
about the tangent is therefore zero.
The above definition can be thought of in terms of a series of steps that 
rotate the frame as a whole through the direct angle between one tangent, 
T (t i ;j ) , and the next, T (u tj +i), at each step. This is the minimum possible 
rotation necessary to realign the Z axis of the frame with the curve’s tangent 
at the new position tijj+i. As the max norm of the partitions approaches 
zero, the frame undergoes the minimal instantaneous rotation possible such 
that one axis is always aligned with the curve’s tangent (see Figure 24). See 
Klok [14] for a more formal discussion.
Finally we note that on any planar portion of a curve without vanishing 
curvature, a rotation minimizing frame rotates with the Frenet frame. In 
other words, any vector which is fixed relative to a rotation minimizing frame 
is fixed relative to the Frenet frame on such portions of a curve.
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Figure 24: Offsets of the curves of Figures 21 and 23 relative to a rotation 
minimizing frame. The lower boldface curve is a planar cubic Bezier. The 
upper boldface curve is a slightly non-planar version of the same curve. The 
offset of the planar curve is the same as obtained by using the quasi-normal 
frame. The offset of the non-planar curve is much more intuitive than the 
offset relative to the quasi-normal frame shown in Figure 23.
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In Section 7.2 we are interested in evaluating rotation minimizing frame 
functions at discrete points on a B-spline curve. In general, these function 
values can only be approximated. The approximations are made in a manner 
suggested by the definition for rotation minimizing frames given above.
W e can choose any unit length vector in the normal plane at the first point 
of the curve, to serve as the initial value for the rotation minimizing normal. 
W e then take small steps along the curve, sampling the tangent function 
and rotating the previous rotation minimizing normal approximation at each 
step. The points at which we sample must include the points where we desire 
the approximations for the rotation minimizing normal.
The number of additional steps required for a good approximation, on 
a given parametric interval, depends on the planarity of that interval. For 
piecewise planar curves we need only add additional sample steps at the 
bounds of the parametric intervals. The results for such curves are exact as 
this computation corresponds to the technique of Section 6.2.
For intervals that are non-planar, a number of samples interior to the 
interval are computed based on a measure of the planarity of that part of 
the curve’s control polygon with control points blended on that interval.
7  S w e e p  A l g o r i t h m s
In this section, we discuss: tran slation al sw eeps, ro ta tio n  m in im izin g  
fram e sw eeps and profile p rod u ct sw eeps. Translational sweeps, dis­
cussed first, are generated by simple application of the sweep algorithm of 
Section 4.2. In Section 7.2 we present specialized offset and sweep algorithms 
using the rotation minimizing frames of Section 6.4. In Section 7.3 we discuss 
a sweep paradigm that generalizes surface of revolution.
7 . 1  T r a n s l a t i o n a l  S w e e p s  a n d  L i n e a r  E x t r u s i o n s
Sweeps as defined by equation (1) with constant orientation frames !F  can 
be classified as tran slation al sw eeps (e.g., Figure 16). The c*;(u) of equa­
tion (4) become simple translations of the axis curve and are computed ex­
actly by the simple sweep algorithm of Section 4.2. This algorithm therefore 
computes these sweeps exactly (by (7)).
6.4 .3  Approximations of Rotation Minimizing Frames
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Figure 25: A  linear extrusion.
If, in addition, the axis curve of a translational sweep is linear, we call 
the sweep a linear extru sion  (Figure 25).
7 . 2  R o t a t i o n  M i n i m i z i n g  O f f s e t  a n d  S w e e p
7 .2 .1  C u rves C o m p o se d  o f Straight L ines and A rc s
A  vector which is fixed relative to a rotation minimizing frame is also fixed 
relative to the Frenet frame, on any planar portion of a curve over which the 
Frenet frame is defined (see Section 6.4). On such an interval, an offset of a 
curve /y ( t ) with respect to a rotation minimizing frame is also an offset with 
respect to the Frenet frame.
Such an offset has the form:
o(() =  7 ( ( ) + [ m «(() Mf(t) T(i)
=  7 « +  N (() B (() T (()
f  X \
y
\z J




The functions T , N , and B , for a rational B-spline curve, are generally not 
expressible as rational B-splines. Therefore the offset of a rational B-spline
Figure 26: The offset of a circle with respect to the Frenet frame always 
yields a circle. Shown are offsets in the anti-normal, tangent, and binormal 
directions.
curve 7  as given by equation (11) is not, in general, a rational B-spline.
Curves that are straight lines or arcs of a circle are an exception. The 
offset of a straight line relative to a rotation minimizing frame is simply a 
translation of the original line (since the functions and T  are
constant on the line). Figure 26 illustrates that the offset of a circle with 
respect to the Frenet frame (and hence with respect to a rotation minimizing 
frame) is always a circle. W e note that an offset in the direction (or anti­
direction) of the curve normal results in a simple scaling of the circle about 
its center. An offset in the direction of the tangent results in both a scaling 
and a rotation about the circle’s center. And an offset in the direction of the 
binormal results in a simple translation of the circle.
The offset with respect to a rotation minimizing frame of a curve com­
posed entirely of straight lines and arcs (unit tangent continuous) is therefore 
itself a curve composed entirely of straight lines and arcs, and so is repre­
sentable exactly as a rational B-spline. (W e are ignoring self-intersections 
and other degeneracies in the result.)
For a sweep along an axis curve a(u) relative to a rotation minimizing 
frame, the oti(u) for the sweep are all offsets of a(u) relative to the rotation 
minimizing frame. If a(u) is composed entirely of straight lines and arcs 
(unit tangent continuous), the c t i ( u )  are all exactly representable as rational 
B-splines. In this case the jth  polynomial piece of each c*;(u) is simply an 
affine transformation of the jth  polynomial piece of a(u). It is therefore
possible to represent corresponding polynomial pieces of the o t i ( u )  over the 
same B-spline basis and set of homogeneous coordinates (see Appendix A ). 
W e can then represent all the « { ( « )  over the same B-spline basis and set of 
homogeneous coordinates. Such a sweep is therefore exactly representable by 
a tensor product B-spline of the form given by equation (6) of Section 3.4.
7 .2 .2  S p ecia lized  C on tro l P oint O ffset O p era to r
Below we give a specialized Euclidian control point offset operator for use in 
approximating sweeps and offsets with respect to rotation minimizing frames. 
This control point offset operator replaces those given in the algorithms of 
Sections 4.1 and 4.2. The resulting algorithms have the important property 
that offsets of, or sweeps along, piecewise Bezier curves composed entirely 
of straight lines and arcs (unit tangent continuous) are exact. Offsets of, 
or sweeps along, other curves yield approximate results that can be made 
arbitrarily close to the correct result with refinement of the curve to be 
offset, or the axis of the sweep (see Appendix B).
For a fixed but arbitrarily chosen i, let:
• 7 (f) be a NURBS curve,
t* =  t* be the ith parametric node of the knot vector for 7 (£),
E =  Ej be the Euclidian projection of the ith control point of 7 (i),
V  =  (x , y , z ) be the offset vector,
M ^ ( i )  and M ^ (f)  be rotation minimizing normal and rotation mini­
mizing binormal functions for 7 (i),
N (i) , B (i) , and T (i)  define the Frenet frame, as before, and 
n(t) be the curvature function for 7 (/) .
The Euclidian control point offset of E  with respect to curve 7 (t), offset 
vector V ,  and frame M ^ ( t )  M ^ (i)  T (i)  is given by:
E ' =  E  +  \ {v nN  +  v tT ) +  vbB (t* ) ,
x M ? ( f )  +  y M f  (<*) +  zT(t*),
V ' • N(<*),
v ' - B ( n ,
V ' • T (t*) =  z,
7  (**),
E - S ,




N  x B(<*).
The above control point offset operator is a generalization and simplifica­
tion of the one developed by Coquillart [6] (with the elimination of Newton 
iteration and extension to 3-D cross-section curves).
See Appendix D for a derivation and further discussion of this operator.
7 . 3  P r o f i l e  P r o d u c t s
In this section we discuss a technique in which a cross-section is swept along 
a linear axis, while a specified profile curve provides both scaling and orien­
tation information. This notion is a simple extension of the formulation of 
spherical p rod u cts given in [1].
W ithout loss of generality, consider the sweep to proceed along the posi­
tive z-axis. The cross-section is permitted to be an arbitrary 3-D curve, but 
it is most intuitive to think of the cross-section as lying in the x y  plane. The 
profile curve is a general 3-D curve with extent in the positive z  direction.
The variable scaling of the cross-section is given by the distance from the 













local orientation frame revolves with a vector from the z-axis to the profile 
curve in a manner discussed below (see Figure 27).
More formally, for cross-section curve c(v) =  (ci(v), c2(v), C3(v)) and pro­
file curve p(u) =  (p i(u ),p 2 (u ),p 3(u )), the profile product sweep is defined
where:
r(u, v) =  a(u) +  X (u ) Y (u )  Z (u)
(  g ^ c ^ v )  \
c(u) (12)
=  a(u) +  J~(u) g(u )c2(v ) 
c3(v)
a (u) =
X (u)  =
Y (u ) =
Z (u ) =
F { u )  =
g(u) =
X (u ) =
Y ( u )  =
V 1 /
’ X (u ) Y (u ) Z(u)
l i x H I I ,
X ( u ) /g ( u ) ,  and 
Y ( u ) /g ( u ) .
The frame J -(u )  is formed so as to be orthonormal. Note that the scaling 
derived from the profile curve is applied only to the x  and y  components of 
the cross-section curve. This results in a scaling about the 2-axis as we sweep 
the cross-section along it.
The helical gear surface of Figure 14 is an example of this type of sweep 
where the profile is a B-spline approximation to a helix about the 2-axis.
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YFigure 27: The local orientation frame on the z-axis is allowed to rotate 
with a vector from the z-axis to the profile curve (and perpendicular to the 
2-axis). The variable scaling of the cross-section is determined by the length 
of this vector. The profile curve shown is a helix centered about the z-axis.
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For a rational B-spline cross-section curve:
E i  h 'C iB ? (v )
c(t>) =
with:
Ci =  (*?,»?,*?),
the cx.i(u) for the sweep of equation (12) are given by:
a i(u )  =  a(u) +  X (u ) Y (u )  Z (u) 
=  (0,0,P3(m)) +
=  (0 ,0 ,4 )  +
Pi(u) - p 2(u) 0 ( x ? \
p2(u) p ^ u )  0 yf
0 0 1 _ \ zf /
- y f o ‘ /
yf 0
0 0 i V
P2(u)
This last expression can been seen as a rotation and scaling of the profile 
curve about the z-axis plus a translation along the z-axis. Thus the a t(u) 
are simple affine transformations of p(u) and hence, if p(u) is a rational B- 
spline, <t (u , v ) is exactly representable by a tensor product B-spline of the 
form given in equation (6) of Section 3.4.
For
T . j V 'P i B K u )  
p (  '  T . j K ‘j EPj (u) '
with:
we have:
p i  =  (xPj ,y j ,Z j ) ,












Figure 34: Offsets by a vector with a component in the tangent direction 
of the curve may yield unintuitive results. The curve being offset is tangent 
continuous; the result is not.
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Figure 36: Rotation minimizing frames do not always yield intuitive sweeps 
and offsets. Shown here is a rotation minimizing frame along a helix. The 
Frenet frame is a better choice in this case.
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A  A f f i n e  T r a n s f o r m a t i o n s  o f  B - s p l i n e s
In this section we prove that a rational B-spline can undergo an affine trans­
formation by applying that transformation to the Euclidian projections of its 
control points.
Let the affine transformation be denoted as: A  =  £  +  v  for some linear 
transformation £  and some vector v .
Then:
A
Ei h i ' E i B i ( t ) = £
_ Ei h { B i ( t ) E i k B i ( t )
+  V
E,- h i B i ( t ) YsihiBiit) ’
since £  is linear.
B
_  Ef h j £ \ E i \ B i { t )  E, h j v B j i t )
E i K B i i t )  Ei h i B i ( t )
_  Ei ^t(£[Ej] + v ) B j ( t )
E i h i B i ( t )
_  Et h i A [ E i ] B j ( t )
E »  hiBi{t) ‘
C o n v e r g e n c e  o f  a  S e q u e n c e  o f  O f f s e t  o r  
S w e e p  A p p r o x i m a t i o n s
In this section we prove the convergence of a sequence of offset approxima­
tions that use the algorithms of Sections 4.1 and 7.2 (the simple offset and 
rotation minimizing offset algorithms). This also proves, by (8), the con­
vergence of a sequence of sweep approximations that use the algorithms of 
Sections 4.2 and 7.2. Finally we show the convergence of a sequence of sweep 
approximations that use the algorithms of Section 5 (sweeps with deforming 
cross-section).
B . l  N o t a t i o n
tn =  ■ • •) is the nth knot vector in a sequence of knot vectors, each
a refinement of the previous one.
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||fn| =  m ax(tn,i -  <n,0, tn>2 -  • •) is the m esh  n orm  of tn. 
is the jth  parametric node of tn for a fixed order k.
B . 2  B a s i c  L e m m a s
Let 'y(f) be a NURBS curve of order k and knot vector t — • • •)• We
consider the curve 7 n(i) =  'y(t) as defined over a sequence of knot vectors 
fn, each a refinement of the previous one, such that,
to =  t and 0 as 7i —  ^ oo.
The projective control points of 7 n(i) are,
where G n,j =  /jnj E nj ,  with E nj  the Euclidian projection of P nj -  
W e have,
7 „ (< )  =
E j G n j 5 nj ( 0  g(<)
T,jhn,jBnj( t )  h ( t y  
where we assume h(t) is bounded away from zero.
For a fixed but arbitrarily chosen value of t find j n : t £  [tnj  , t nj  +1)- 
Then,
7 „ (0  =
_  ^ j l j n- k +
^ Jj l j n- k +
L e m m a  1
Proof:
tn j * f as 77. > oo for j  =  j n -  k +  1, • • • , j n.
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Since \\tn\ —> 0 as n —> oo, tnj  —> t as n —> oo for j  =  j n — k +  2, • • • , j n +  
k — 1. The lemma follows trivially.
L e m m a  2
► h(t) as n ->  oo for j  -  j n -  k +  1, • • • , j n.
Proof:
W e have,
II hn,j -  f c ( < ) l l  <  WKj  -  KK, j )  II +  II Htnj) ~  M O I I  f o r  j  = j n - k  +  1 ,  ■ • • , j n .
a) From lemma 1, and the assumed continuity of h(t), we know that,
||h(t*n j ) -  fc(i)|| -»■ 0 as n -»■ oo for j  =  j n ~  k +  1, ■ • •, j„ .
b) For L„ the linear operator of [5],
||L„/i(/) — h (t)|| —> 0 for all t as n - t  oo.
In particular,
HLnMC,j) “  H K M  -»■ 0 as n -»■ oo, for j  =  j n -  k +  1, ■ ■ ■ , j n.
But — ^71,j so,
ll^nj -  M C j)ll * 0 as w ► oo, for j  =  j n ~  k +  1, • • • , j n.
Parts a) and b) together imply the lemma.
L e m m a  3
-»■ 7 ( 0  as n —> oo for j  =  j n -  k +  1, • • • , j n.
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Proof:
||G„J -  g(f)|| <  ||G„J -  g ( C j ) l l  +  l l g -  g ( * ) l l  
for j  =  j n -  k +  1, • • • , j n.
a) From lemma 1, and the assumed continuity of g (t) , we know that
llg (C j) -  g ( * ) | |  oo as n ->  0 for j  =  j n -  k +  1, • • • , j n.
b) For L n the linear operator of [5],
||L„g(^) — g(^)|| —> oo for all t as n —> 0.
In particular,
l| L " g (^ ,j)  -  g(*;,j)|| -*• o as n ->  oo for j  =  jn -  k +  1, • • • , j n
But L „ G (i* j )  =  G nj  so,
llG n,j ~  g(^n,i)ll * 0 as ► oo for j  =  j n -  k +  1, • • • , j n.
Parts a) and b) together imply,
G n,j ->  g (t) as n ->  oo for j  =  j n -  k +  1, • • • , j n.
But by lemma 2,
E n,j =  G n,j /h nj  ->  g ( t ) /h ( t)  =  -f(t) as n ->  oo,
B . 3  O f f s e t  A l g o r i t h m  1
Using 7 n in the curve offset algorithm of Section 4.1 yields,
- / hn,jEnj B nj(t )
0 n [ ) ~  E j  h ^ B ^ t )  ’
where E ^ - =  E nj  +  ^ ( ^ V .
W e will show that,
on(t) —► o (t) — 7 (t) +  JF(£)V as n ->  oo.
For a fixed but arbitrarily chosen value of t find j n '• t €  \t ~ , t ■ , 1)* L nijn nJ n i-1'
From lemmas 1, 2, and 3 we have,
6 „ ( 0  =
+ y ( t ) v ) f t j ( o
E j = } „ - k + T h(t)B ’‘j ( t )
=  7 (()  +  ^ ( i ) V  =  o (i),
B . 4  O f f s e t  A l g o r i t h m  2
Using 7 n in the rotation minimizing offset algorithm of Section 7.2 yields,
n U ~  Z 3 hnJB n,3(t) ’
where,

B . 5  S w e e p  w i t h  D e f o r m i n g  C r o s s - S e c t i o n
A  sweep surface with constant cross-section is given by,
E i h fa a (u )B f(v)
tr(u, v ) =
E i M B i(v )
with ct;(u) =  a(u) +  ^F(u)C
For the sweep extension, we consider only deformations of the cross­
section that can be expressed as deformations of its control polygon. Each 
projective point of the cross-section’s polygon has the form,
^ ( « ) ( C f( « ) , l ) .
Substituting we get,
E» h 1(u )a i(u )B f(v)
where <x,(u) =  a (u )  +  F(u)Gi(u) .
Let the axis curve, a (u ) ,  be a NURBS curve of order k and knot vector 
u. W e consider the curve a „ (u )  =  a (u) as defined over a sequence of knot 
vectors un, each a refinement of the previous one, such that,
uq =  u and ||t?n| —► 0 as n —► oo.
The projective control points of an(u) are,
=  (GnJ, h*j) ,
where G nj  =  with A nj  the Euclidian projection of P „ j .
W e have,
, '  S j  S y  
E ;  '■“ ( “ )  '
Using a„(u) in the sweep with deforming cross-section algorithm of Section 5 
yields,
where A'n^  =  A nJ +  F(u*nij)Ci(u*nJ). 
W e will show that,
&n( u ,v ) —> tr (u ,v )  as n —> oo.




qi(u) ha(u)hj(u)(a.(u) +  F (u )C i(u ) )  =  ha(u)hi(u)<Xi(u) , and 
*W ,j — hnjh} (un j j[A nij +  tF (unj ) C i ( u nj)\ for =  j n — k +  1, • • •, j n.
From lemmas 1 , 2 ,  and 3,
<W ,j ~ ► <!•(“ ) as n —> oo for j  =  j n -  k +  1, • • • , j n.
For a given e choose N  such that for j  =  j n — k +  1, • • • , j n and all i we have 
<  e whenever n >  N .  Then
I E i l jn_ k+M i B U v )  -  ( “ )ll
2  ^ : jn - k+le B l ,(u )  =  e, 
whenever n >  N , since Y ? n ■ , J5“ • =  1.
_  ’ ^j=Jn~k+ 1
Therefore,
E Z j n~ k + 1 ->  T .]n= jn _ k^ i{u )B an -(u) =  q,-(«) as n ->  oo.
From lemmas 1 and 2,
ri as n —> oo for j  =  j n -  k +  1, • • •, j n.
For a given e choose N  such that for j  =  j n — k +  1, • • • , j n and all i we have 
Irn,i,j — rt-| <  e whenever n >  N . Then
whenever n >  N .  
Therefore,
^ j = j n- k + i n’‘ ’J n’i ^ l j n- k  + ! ri(U)B n A U) =  r *'(U ) aS n - »  OO.
For the fixed value of u, 
<rn(t t ,u )  =
E i E 'j —Jr .k+1K j hi(Un,j)B n A U)B i(V)
E.- q .- f f iH  
E t- r.-Bf (v) 
_  E i  _  E « fe-(it)a,-(M)BP(v) 
E.- /ia(u ) /i -(w )5 f(v ) E ;
—  cr(u,i>)
as n —► oo.
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C  C u b i c  P o l y n o m i a l s  a n d  I n f l e c t i o n  P o i n t s
I f  an inflection point (or cusp) exists on a cubic p o ly n o m ia l, th en  
th e p o ly n o m ia l m u st be planar.
Proof:
Let p(i) be a cubic polynomial.
Assume there exists a point to such that the curvature goes to zero, i.e.:
\\p'(to) x p"(*o)|| =  n
IIpWII3 ‘
Then we have:
p '(t0) x p w(to) =  0 , where 0 is the zero vector.
Note the case where the curvature is undefined is included in this case.
W e must have:
p '( i0) =  0 or
p"(*o) =  k p ’ (t0),
for some scalar k.
W e can write p (t) as the Taylor expansion about the point t0:
p (t) =  p (t0) +  ( t -  to)p\to) +  1 /2 (t -  to)2p"(to) +  l / 6(i -  t0)3p '" ( t0).
If p ; (io) =  0 then the p' term in the Taylor expansion contributes nothing. 
In this case p(i) has been written as a point plus a linear combination of two 
vectors, and hence p (i) is a planar curve.
If p ” (to) =  kp'(to) then we can write:
p (i) =  p (i0) +  [(i — to) +  1/2  kit — to)2]p/(io) +  l / 6(i — ^o^P^^o)-
So p (t) is again written as a point plus a linear combination of two vectors, 
and hence p(i) is planar.
A similar result holds in the case of p (i) a rational cubic polynomial.
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D  C o n t r o l  P o i n t  O f f s e t  O p e r a t o r  f o r  u s e  b y  
R o t a t i o n  M i n i m i z i n g  O f f s e t s  a n d  S w e e p s
In this section we develop a specialized control point offset operator for use 
in approximating offsets and sweeps with respect to a rotation minimizing 
frame.
It is assumed throughout this section that curves being offset or curves 
used as axes o f  sweeps are unit tangent continuous.
D .0 .1  O ffsets o f a C ircle
W e consider the offset of 7 (t), a rational B-spline representation for a circle. 
W e offset 7 (t) by the vector V  =  (x, y , z) relative to the rotation minimizing 
frame [ M ^ ( i)  M ^ ( i)  T (i)  ] (for some choice of an initial rotation mini­
mizing normal, q ) .  The resulting offset curve is an affine transformation of 
7 (t) (scaled, rotated and translated; see Section 7.2.1). W e can effect this 
transformation by applying it individually to each of the Euclidian projec­
tions of the control points for 7  (see Appendix A ).
W e develop a Euclidian control point offset operator analogous to the 
one used in the simple offset algorithm of Section 4.1. The result of applying 
this offset operator to the Euclidian projection of a control point of circle 7  
is that the point undergoes the proper affine transformation. This control 
point offset operator can then be used in place of equation (9) in the offset 
algorithm of Section 4.1 to yield exact results for the offset of circle 7 (t) 
relative to a rotation minimizing frame. In computing the offset of a control 
point we use only local geometry from the curve 7 . In this way we can then 
extend the method to approximations for offsets of more general curves.
Figure 37 illustrates the geometry for the control point offset operator 
applied to the Euclidian projection E  of a control point of 7 (t). S =  7 (t1) is 
a point lying on circle 7 (i) that we associate with E . For the time being we 
let t' be an arbitrary value in the domain of 7 (2). W e use the local geometry 
of 7 (t) at S to determine how to offset E . V ' =  [ M ^ ( f ')  M ^ ( i ')  T (i ')  ] V  
is the offset vector V  interpreted relative to the local frame at S. S' is the 
point on the offset curve associated with S. O  is the center of circle 7  and r is 
its radius. Only the components of V ' in the direction of the curve’s normal 
and tangent at S are shown. The component in the binormal direction is
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considered later.
Given E  and S, we compute E ' which is the Euclidian control point 
offset of E. Since the resulting offset circle is simply a scaled and rotated 
version of the original circle, A O E 'S ' is a scaled and rotated version of 
A O E S . W e introduce points S and E  as shown in Figure 37 and prove that 






Figure 38: Derivation of the control point offset operator (continued).

7 - The affine transformation is the one that transforms the original circle 7  
into the offset circle. W e can offset 7  correctly by applying this control point 
offset operation to each of the Euclidian projections of the control points for 
7 -
D .0.2  G en era liza tio n  to  A rb itra ry  C urves
W e note that the above derivation does not depend on any particular choice 
of S to associate with E . Any point on the circle would do. However for 
general curves, where the geometry is not so regular, we should choose S 
at some point on the curve where the local geometry is influenced by the 
control point E  (i.e., where there is an association between E  and the curve’s 
geometry at S). W e use the curve value at the parametric node, /* , associated 
with E  (in an analogous manner to the algorithm of Section 4.1).
For control point offset calculations for a general curve, we approximate 
the curve locally as a circle at the point S. W e choose the osculating circle 
to the curve at this point for this purpose [12]. In practice, this means only 
that the «  =   ^ of equation (14) now becomes the curvature at the point S.
A full statement of the Euclidian control point offset algorithm is given 
in Section 7.2.2.
D .0.3  W h a t  A b o u t  th e U se  o f th e Frenet F ram e?
W e might expect to have trouble with N (f) , B ( /) ,  and « ( /)  in the Euclidian 
control point offset formulation developed here since they are not always well 
defined on a general curve.
However, if we assume that a unit tangent is everywhere defined, then if 
N  is undefined, k is zero.
W ith k =  0. we have N  =  N . T  =  T . and A =  1. so:
W hat if we have a discontinuity of the normal at S =  7 (£*)? Which of 
the two normals defined (in the limit) at S do we use?
If we exclude the case of cusps, in practice we need not make the choice. 
For then, in order to have a discontinuity of the normal, we must have a knot 
of multiplicity at least order -  2 at t*. If the knot is of multiplicity order -  2, 
then it can not be a node (except in the limiting sense that it is a knot of 
multiplicity order -  1).
If we have a knot of multiplicity order -  1 then we have interpolation (i.e., 
E  =  S with H  =  E  — S the zero vector) and the formula again becomes:
E ' =  E  +  V '.
D .0.4  Sw eep and O ffset A lg o rith m s
The Euclidian control point offset operator developed here can be used in 
place of the control point offset operator given in the simple algorithm of 
Section 4.1. The resulting curve offset routine is exact for offsets of a circle.
For a curve having zero curvature (i.e., a straight line) the control point 
offset operator reduces to:
E ' =  E  +  V ',
(see Section D .0.3) and hence the resulting offset curve is the appropriate 
translation of the original straight line.
Now consider the case where a circular arc is embedded as a rational 
polynomial piece of a curve. Let I  be the paramctric interval that spans 
the embedded arc. W hen the curve is offset, the embedded arc is offset 
correctly provided that the parametric nodes associated with each control 
point actually blended on I  all lie on I. If this is the case, then all points S 
associated with these control points will lie on the arc. This insures that the 
correct local samples of the geometry of the arc are used in computing the 
offsets of the control points blended on this interval.
The same conditions hold for properly offsetting embedded linear pieces 
of a curve. All sample points S used to offset the control points blended over 
the linear interval, must lie on the embedded linear piece.
These conditions hold for the case of piecewise Bezier curves containing 
only straight lines and arcs, constructed so as to be unit tangent continuous. 
So these curves are offset exactly.
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